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This article is a continuation of my article, ‘‘On Isomorphisms of a Brauer
Ž .Character Ring onto Another’’ K. Yamauchi, 1996, Tsukuba J. Math. 20, 207212 .
In this article we state a necessary and sufficient condition under which an
isomorphism  of a Brauer character ring onto another preserves an inner product.
We also state the relations between  and blocks of group algebras of finite
groups.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this article G, Z, and Q denote a finite group, the ring of
rational integers, and the rational field, respectively. Moreover, we write Z
to denote the ring of all algebraic integers in the complex numbers and Q
to denote the algebraic closure of Q in the field of complex numbers. For
 a finite set S, we denote by S the number of elements in S.
Ž .  4Let Irr G   , . . . ,  be the complete set of absolutely irreducible1 h
Ž .complex characters of G. Then we write ZR G to denote the Z-algebra
hŽ .   Ž .4spanned by  , . . . ,  . That is, ZR G  Ý a  a  Z i 1, . . . , h .1 h i1 i i i
1 Ž .Supported by a grant-in-aid for scientific research Grant 11640010 from the Ministry of
Education of Japan.
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For two finite groups G and H, let  be a Z-algebra isomorphism of
Ž . Ž .ZR G onto ZR H . Then we can write
h
   a  i 1, . . . , h ,Ž . Ž .Ýi i j j
j1
 Ž .  4where a  Z and Irr H   , . . . ,  . In this case we write A toi j 1 h
Ž .denote the h h matrix with i, j -entry equal to a and say that A isi j
Ž . Ž .afforded by  with respect to Irr G and Irr H .
As is well known, concerning the isomorphism  the following state-
ments hold. These results seem to be most important.
Ž .  Ž .   Ž  .  Ž .  4i C c  C c i  1, . . . , h , where c , . . . , c andG i H i 1 h
   4c , . . . , c are complete sets of representatives of the conjugate classes in1 h
  Ž . ŽG and H respectively and c  c i 1, . . . , h . The definition ofi i
 c  c will be stated in the case of modular representations of finitei i
.groups in Section 2.
Ž .ii A is unitary where A is the matrix afforded by  with respect to
Ž . Ž .Irr G and Irr H .
By using this result Weidman and Saksonov proved independently that if
Ž . Ž .ZR G is isomorphic to ZR H for two finite groups G and H, then the
character tables of G and H are the same.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..iii With respect to an inner product,  ,     ,   fori j G i j H
Ž . ,   Irr G .i j
Ž .iv Concerning the blocks of modular representation theory, if  andi
 are in the same block of G, then   and   are in the same block of Hj i j
  Ž . Žwhere   t 1, . . . , h . The definition of   will be stated andt t  t t 
.this result will be proved in Section 2.
In general, concerning an isomorphism  of a Brauer character ring
onto another, the above statements do not always hold.
In this article our main objective is to give a necessary and sufficient
condition under which some of the above statements hold and a sufficient
Ž . Ž .condition under which the above statements ii and iv hold, concerning
an isomorphism  of a Brauer character ring onto another.
From now on, when we consider homomorphisms from one algebra to
another, unless otherwise specified we shall deal with algebra homomor-
phisms only.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
We fix a rational prime p and use the following notation with respect to
a finite group G:
G : the set of all p-regular elements of G,0
Ž .   4 4Cl G    1 , . . . ,  : the complete set of p-regular conjugate0 1 r
classes in G,
 4c , . . . , c : a complete set of representatives of  , . . . ,  , respec-1 r 1 r
tively,
Ž .  4I Br G    1, . . . ,  : the complete set of irreducible Brauer1 r
characters of G which can be viewed as functions from G into the0
complex numbers.
For any subring R of the field of complex numbers such that 1 R, we
Ž .write RBR G to denote the ring of linear combinations of  , . . . ,  over1 r
Ž .  r  Ž .4R. That is, RBR G  Ý a  a  R, i 1, . . . , r . In particular, wei1 i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .use the notation BR G instead of ZBR G and say that BR G is the
Brauer character ring of G.
We are given two finite groups G and H. For G and H we assume that
Ž . Ž .there exists an isomorphism  of ZBR G onto ZBR H . Then it follows
Ž . Ž .  Ž .   Ž . that the rank of BR G  the rank of BR H and that Cl G  Cl H .0 0
ˆ Ž . Ž .We also can extend  to an isomorphism  of QBR G onto QBR H
by linearity.
Here we use the following additional notation:
Ž .    4  4Cl H    1 , . . . , 0 1 r
   4  c  1, . . . , c : a complete set of representatives of  , . . . ,  , re-1 r 1 r
spectively,
Ž .   4I Br H   , . . . , 1 r
 4f , . . . , f : the complete set of characteristic class functions on G1 r 0
Ž . Ž  .where f corresponds to  i 1, . . . , r see Definition 2.1 in 4 ,i i
  4f , . . . , f : the complete set of characteristic class functions on H1 r 0
  Ž .where f corresponds to  i 1, . . . , r .i i
  Ž .By Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 in 4 , it follows that f QBR G andi
Žˆ . Ž . f is a characteristic class function on H i 1, . . . , r .i 0
Ž . Ž .Now we define a bijection from Cl G to Cl H through the isomor-0 0
phism  as follows. For a p-regular conjugate class  of G,  corre-i i
Žˆ .sponds to a characteristic class function f on G and  f is also ai 0 i
characteristic class function f  on H which corresponds to a p-regulari 0
  Ž .conjugate class  of H. Here we assign  to  i 1, . . . , r . Thus wei i i
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Ž . Ž .get a one-to-one correspondence between Cl G and Cl H ,0 0
ˆ   c   f   f  f   c ,Ž .i i i i i i i
 Ž .where i i i 1, . . . , r is a permutation. In this case we write c  ci i
Ž .i 1, . . . , r .
Keeping the above notation we give the following lemma concerning the
Brauer character table of G. This lemma plays a fundamental role in the
proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 3.2. But a proof of this lemma is not given in
   4 and 5 and so we give a proof.
 Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .Ž .. Ž .LEMMA 2.1.  c    c r  r matrices , where c  ci j i j j j
Ž .j 1, . . . , r .
r Ž .Proof. Since we can write f Ý b  , b Q i 1, . . . , r , wei j1 i j j i j
 ˆ rŽ . Ž .have f   f Ý b   . Hence we havei i j1 i j j
  f f Ž . 11 11 .. .. .. .. B ,  B ,.. ..
 0 0  0  0f f  Ž .rr r  r
 Ž . Ž . Ž .where B b an r r matrix . Since c  c j 1, . . . , r , we havei j j j
Ž .  Ž  .f c   and f c   . Hencei j i j i j i j
0
  .f c f cŽ . Ž . .1 i 1 i .. .. .  1. . .  0  0 .f c f cŽ . Ž . .r i r  i  0
0
is the vector with only the ith entry equal to 1 and the others equal to 0.
Therefore,
 c   cŽ . Ž . Ž .1 i 1 i
. .. .B  B .. .
 0  0 c   cŽ . Ž . Ž .r i r i
Ž . Ž .Ž  . Ž . Ž .Ž  . ŽSince B is regular, we get  c    c , . . . ,  c    c i1 i 1 i r i r i
. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .Ž ..1, . . . , r . That is,  c    c . Thus the proof is complete.i j i j
Ž . Ž .Now we return to an isomorphism  of ZR G onto ZR H . Then
    Ž .  Ž .G  H and by Saksonov’s theorem we have      i 1, . . . , h ,i i i
Ž .  4 Ž .    4where Irr G   , . . . ,  , Irr H   , . . . ,  , and the  are roots1 h 1 h i
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  Ž .of unity. In this case we write   i 1, . . . , h . Then we havei i
Ž .THEOREM 2.2. If  and  are in the same block of G for  ,   Irr G ,i j i j
   Ž .then  and  are in the same block of H where   t 1, . . . , h .i j t t 
Ž .  Ž .Proof. If we set     i 1, . . . , h , then  is also an isomor-i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Žphism of ZR G onto ZR H , because      i 1, . . . , h seei i i
Ž .  .the proof of Theorem 1.2 ii in 5 .
Ž .   4 4 Ž .    4Let Cl G    1 , . . . ,  and Cl H   , . . . ,  be complete1 h 1 h
sets of conjugate classes in G and H respectively. Then, by the lemma
which corresponds to Lemma 2.1 in ordinary representations of finite
    Ž . Ž .groups, we have  c   c where c  , c  , and c  ci k i k 	 k k k 	 k 	 k k 	
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž  .  Ž .  Ž . Ž .k 1, . . . , h . Since  1   c   c   1 and  1   ci i 1 i 1	 i i i 1
1 Ž . Ž . Ž .  1 where   1 c  , we have  1   1 . Thereforei 1 1 1 i i
       c  cŽ . Ž .k i k k 	 i k 	 k 1, . . . , h .Ž . 1  1Ž . Ž .i i
In a similar way we have
       c  cŽ . Ž .k j k k 	 j k 	 k 1, . . . , h .Ž . 1  1Ž . Ž .j j
Ž .Since  and  are in the same block of G, by the 85.12 Corollaryi j
 in 1
    c  cŽ . Ž .k i k k j k
 mod 
 k 1, . . . , h ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
 1  1Ž . Ž .i j
Ž .where 
 is a maximal ideal of a complete discrete valuation ring in a
p-modular system of G. Therefore we have
          c  cŽ . Ž .k 	 i k 	 k 	 j k 	
 mod 
 k 1, . . . , h .Ž . Ž .Ž .  1  1Ž . Ž .i j
Ž .    By the 85.12 Corollary in 1 ,  and  are in the same block of H.i j
Thus the result follows.
3. MAIN THEOREMS
We keep the same notation as in Section 2. Let G and H be two finite
Ž . Ž .groups and let  be an isomorphism of ZBR G onto ZBR H such that
   Ž .  c  c  i 1, . . . , r .i i i i
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 Ž .  ŽWe write m to denote the vector with ith entry equal to C c thepp G i
 Ž . . p-part of C c and m to denote the vector with ith entry equal toG i p
 Ž  .  Ž .C c i 1, . . . , r . Then we provepH i
THEOREM 3.1. In the aboe situation we hae m m .p p
Proof. Let f be the characteristic class function on G which corre-i 0
Ž Ž . .sponds to  . That is, f c   . Then f is written as a Q-lineari i j i j i
combination of  , . . . , , where  , . . . , are the principal indecompos-1 r 1 r
able characters of G which correspond to  , . . . ,  , respectively. That is,1 r
r1
f   c  i 1, . . . , r .Ž . Ž .Ýi j i jC cŽ .G i j1
a ˆŽ .    Ž .  Ž .By Theorem 61.4 2 in 2 we can see that p C c  f is a linearG i i
combination of  , . . . , with coefficients of algebraic integers where1 r
 , . . . , are the principal indecomposable characters of H which corre-1 r
spond to  , . . . ,  , respectively, and pa is the order of a Sylow p-sub-1 r
group of H.
  Žˆ .On the other hand, since c  c it follows that  f is the characteris-i i i
tic class function f  on H which corresponds to  . Hence we havei 0 i
a rp C cŽ .G i   a ˆp C c  f   c  .Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝG i i j i jC cŽ .H i j1
a  p C cŽ . G iThe coefficient of  in the above formula is equal to and is an1  C cŽ .H i
 Ž  .   Ž . algebraic integer. Hence we have C c 	 C c . By consideringp pH i G i
1 Ž . Ž . Ž . : ZBR H  ZBR G the inverse of  , in a similar way we can
 Ž .   Ž  .   Ž .   Ž  . obtain C c 	 C c . Hence we have C c  C c . Thisp p p pG i H i G i H i
completes the proof.
Let G and H be two finite groups with Cartan matrices C and C,
Ž . Ž .respectively. Let  be an isomorphism of ZBR G onto ZBR H and
Ž . Ž .  4A a be the matrix afforded by  with respect to IBr G   , . . . , i j 1 r
Ž .   4and IBr H   , . . . ,  . Let  , . . . , be the principal indecomposable1 r 1 r
characters of G which correspond to  , . . . ,  , respectively, and let1 r
 , . . . , be the principal indecomposable characters of H which corre-1 r
spond to  , . . . ,  , respectively.1 r
Ž .  4 Ž .    4We set Cl G   , . . . ,  and Cl H   , . . . ,  and assume0 1 r 0 1 r
    Ž .that c  c , where c  , c  i 1, . . . , r . We write m to denotei i i i i i
 Ž . the vector with ith entry equal to C c and m to denote the vector withG i
 Ž  .  Ž .ith entry equal to C c i 1, . . . , r .H i
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We use the common notation X* for the conjugate transpose of a
matrix X.
For Q-valued class functions f and g on G or G , we define an inner0
Ž .product f , g asG
1
f , g  f x g x .Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝG  G xG0
Then we have the following two theorems, Theorems 3.2 and 3.4.
THEOREM 3.2. With the aboe notation the following conditions are
equialent:
Ž .i mm,
Ž .ii A*CA C,
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .iii  ,     ,   i, j 1, . . . , r .i j G i j H
Ž . Ž .  Proof. A proof of i  ii is given in 4 .
Ž . Ž .         A Proof of i  iii . Since mm, we have G  H and i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž  . Ž .i 1, . . . , r . By Lemma 2.1,  c    c k 1, . . . , r . Thereforei k i k 
we have
r1   ,    c  cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ýi j k i k j kG  G k1
r1       c   c    ,   .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý k  i k  j k  i j H H k1
Ž . Ž .A Proof of iii  ii . Since C is the Cartan matrix of H, we have
   1 1 1 1
. . . .1. . . . C  C  .Ž .. . . .
    0  0  0  0   r r r r
Ž . Ž .1 Ž  . Ž .Here we set C c and C  c . By assumption  ,  i j i j i j G
Ž Ž . Ž ..  ,   ; we havei j H
 

 ,    , c     , c  Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi j i jk k i jk kž / ž /G
k kG H

     a  , c a   a  , c a c Ý Ý Ý Ý Ýi j j jk k l l i j j jk k l lm mž /ž / ž /
mj k , l j k , lH H
   a c a c  , . 3.1Ž . Ž .Ý i j jk k l lm j m H
j , k , l , m
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Ž . Ž   . Ž .Since  ,   and  ,    , by the formula 3.1 we havei j G i j j m H jm
  ,  c a c a  1Ž . Ýi i i k k l lm imG
k , l , m
  ,   c a c a  0 i j .Ž . Ž .Ýi j jk k l lm imG
k , l , m
t1Ž . Ž . Ž .Therefore we have CA C A  I an identity r r matrix . Hence
t t1Ž .CA A CACA C. That is, A*CA C. This completes the proof.
We don’t know any necessary condition under which A is unitary. It
seems to be difficult to find its condition because there is an isomorphism
Ž . Ž .     Žof ZBR G onto ZBR H even if G  H see the Remark at the end of
.this section . But we can give a sufficient condition under which A is
 unitary. For example, if CA AC, then by Theorem 3.2 in 4 it follows
that mm and A is unitary.
We can easily prove the following corollary.
COROLLARY 3.3. If mm, then the following conditions are equialent:
Ž .i CA AC,
Ž .ii A is unitary.
THEOREM 3.4. If CA AC, then we hae
Ž . Ž .  Ži      , where the  are roots of unity and i i ii i i i
 . Ž Ž . .1, . . . , r is a permutation. In this case we write   i 1, . . . , r .i i
Ž .ii The Brauer character tables of G and H are the same.
Ž .iii With a suitable arrangement of rows and columns, C C.
Ž . Ž .  Živ      where the  are roots of unity and i i ii i i i
 . Ž . Ž Ž1, . . . , r is the permutation in i . In this case we write  ii i
. .1, . . . , r .
Ž .  v If  and  are in the same block of G, then  and  are in thei j i j
  Ž .same block of H where  t 1, . . . , r .t t 
Ž .  vi If  and  are in the same block of G, then  and  are in thei j i j
  Ž .same block of H where   t 1, . . . , r .t t 
Ž . Ž .  Proof. Proofs of i and ii are stated in 4 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proofs of iii and iv . By i of this theorem we have
     i 1, . . . , r .Ž . Ž .i i i
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a Ž .  Since p   is a linear combination of  , . . . ,  with coefficients ofi 1 r
algebraic integers where pa is the order of a Sylow p-subgroup of H, by
renumbering  , . . . ,  we may write1 r
 ap    a  
 
a  , a  Z i 1, . . . , r ,Ž . Ž .i 1 1 r  r  i
Ž .where i i i 1, . . . , r is the above permutation. Then we have
a a ap   , p     , p     a .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i i i i iG H
a a0  , p     , p     a i j .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .j i j i j jG H
1 a Ž .Hence we have a   p , a  0 i j . Therefore we can see thati i j
   1Ž . Ž .     , where    is a root of unity i 1, . . . , r .i i i i i
Next we prove that C C with a suitable arrangement of rows and
Ž . Ž  .columns. If we set C c and C c , theni j i j
       c   ,     ,      ,      c .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i j i j i j i i j j i j i jG H H
  If c  0, then c and c are positive integers and   is a root of unity.i j i j i j i j
Therefore c  c . If c  0, then c  0.i j i j i j i j
Ž  .  Ž .We set C c , where C has an entry c at position i, j . Theni j i j
C C and C is the Cartan matrix of H.
Ž . Ž .Proof of v . Since C C by iii of this theorem and  and  are ini j
 the same block of G by assumption, we can see by Theorem 46.2 in 2 that
   Ž . and  are in the same block of H where  t 1, . . . , r .i j t t 
Ž .Proof of vi . Since  and  are in the same block of G and  and i i j j
are in the same block of G,  and  are in the same block of G becausei j
Ž .   and  are in the same block of G. By v of this theorem  and  arei j i j
   Ž .in the same block of H where  t 1, . . . , r . Therefore  and t t  i j
are in the same block of H. Thus the proof is complete.
Ž . Ž .Remark. If CA AC, v and vi of Theorem 3.4 do not hold. We can
give a counterexample. We consider the case p 2. Let G S be a4
symmetric group on four symbols and HD be a dihedral group of6
order 12. D is generated by two elements a, b such that a6  1,6
b1ab a1, b2  1. Then
 4Cl G    1 ,   3 cycles 4Ž .0 1 2
  4   2 4 4Cl H    1 ,   a , a ,Ž .  40 1 2
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Žand we have the Brauer character tables of G and H see the examples of
 .Sections 91A and 91B in 1 ,
    1 2 1 2
 1 1  1 11 1
 2 1  2 12 2
Ž .  4 Ž .    4where IBr G   ,  and IBr H   ,  .1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .We set     i 1, 2 . Then  is an isomorphism of ZBR G ontoi i
1 0Ž . Ž . Ž .ZBR H and A the matrix afforded by  . Then CA AC0 1
because C and C are different.
There is only one block B with respect to S and there are exactly two4
blocks B , B with respect to D . Therefore we can see that  ,   B1 2 6 1 2
but   B ,   B , and  ,  B, but   B ,   B .1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
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